


Introduction: Vita Optima BV -  Overseas fruit producer & importer and distributor

Vita Optima bv, located in Bleiswijk, is part of the PPO group of companies  based in Switzerland. PPO is a company operating globally. We participate in 
fruit production with specific producers in the category’s: fresh grapes, citrus, avocados and exotics in the countries: South Africa, Namibia, Israel, 
Morocco and Peru. 

The Farm to Fork principle and vertical integration is an important and major part of our fresh business. To have an impression of our direct involvement 
of fruit productions: 

We are recognized as the specialist and direct link of overseas grapes, citrus, avocado and mango. Besides our involvement in production, we do also 
exclusively represent a number of grower – exporters for the distribution of their products for the Northern and Central European markets.

We offer,  on week and seasonal base, programs with our receivers (supermarkets, wholesalers and foodservice companies throughout Scandinavia, 
Northern Europe, Swiss and Austria. All based on quality, efficiency and transparancy. 

Besides production and the commercial distribution of fresh produce we, as Vita Optima,  offer a wide range of import services (from CIF TO DAP). 
We collect fruit from the ports in Northern and Southern Europe, facilitate supply chain management (such as fiscal clearance, transport, QA&QC – MRL 
checks, re and prepacking and final distribution & order picking to depot levels)

The import service clients are, besides the PPO group of companies (PPO, Helfer Swiss), a number of  grower exporters such as Mahela South Africa,  
Mehadrin Israel,  and several European import and food service companies. 

We do provide schooling and healthcare assistance projects through the PPO foundation for our suppliers and own production. These projects are in 
Spain, South Africa, Israel and Morocco. 

Country PPO-Vita Optima -  fruit production and distribution collaborations Companies
Namibia Grapes Solar Grapes 
South Africa Grapes-Citrus - Avocado + Mango + Dates Mahela - In2Fruit- Green Marketing - Alliance fruit
Zimbabwe Avocado Calypso
Isreal Citrus - Avocado + Mango + Dates Mehadrin
Egypt Grapes-Citrus - Sweet potatoe + Pomegrenates + Dates Al Kareem - El Wadi
Morocco Grapes - Avocado - Citrus Mehadrin - Atlas Agrumes
Uruquay Citrus - Avocado + Mango + Dates Urudor 
Peru Grapes - avocado - mango Matilda - FLP 



Our company structures 2023



Vita Optima Import Service Flow Chart



Packing facility 



Packing, re-packing and weighing

* Place packing
* Netlon & Girsack
* Sorting & re-packing
* Weight recording



Vita Optima Packing Solutions



Quality management examples 2023:
* QC inspection data and reports are combined in the stock reporting 24/7
* GGN, MRL, weights and tracebility records are kept for each load as per your requirements




